Introduction
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the most challenging combinatorial optimization problems. As the city number of TSP grows, the feasible solution space size increases factorially. For the small to mid-size TSP, the Lin-Kernighan (D. S. Johnson, 1990) (LK) and Lin-Kernighan Heuristic (C. Walshaw, 2001 ) (LKH) algorithms are very effective. However, these two algorithms are local search methods which find the best TSP tour in the k-change neighborhoods of the given initial TSP tour. Thus, they can only find a local optimal tour for TSP with complex solution space. Accordingly, the LK and LKH algorithms become very sensitive to the initial solution and often fail to find the global optimal tour within a reasonable time for solving large scale TSP. To remedy this problem, we make use of the global search ability of the immune clonal algorithm. Especially, we combine the two types of approaches (i.e. LK and immune clonal algorithm) to achieve high performance of the immune clonal algorithm, which can be run on loose-coupled computing environment for solving the large scale TSP. The immune clonal algorithm inspired by biological immune system is a type of evolutionary random search algorithms. More and more research achievements indicate that immune clonal algorithm can maintain good population diversity and strong global search capability. Under the searching framework of the immune clonal algorithm, heuristic search strategies can be conveniently employed to enhance its local search capability. Such combinations take into account both global and local search strategies, and thus can realize a good tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency. Moreover, the parallelizability of the biological immune system ensures the immune clonal algorithm can be run on loosecoupled computing environment which is advantageous to solve massive optimization problems such as the large scale TSP. Simulation and analysis results show that the edges in the intersection set of several local optimal tours obtained by LK approach appear in the global optimal tour with high probability and the probability increases rapidly as the amount of local optimal tours increases. Using this phenomenon, an intersection set based vaccination strategy is designed in this chapter to accelerate the convergence speed of the immune clonal algorithm for TSP. In the immune clonal algorithm, vaccine is a set of genes which are estimations of the genes expected to appear in the global optimal antibody. The proposed approach in this chapter takes the intersection gene set of several memory antibodies as vaccine and injects the set www.intechopen.com
Traveling Salesman Problem, Theory and Applications 114 into antibody populations which are distributed on different computing nodes. This information-delivery approach between antibody populations, which take vaccine as carrier, not only accelerated the procedure of the evolution but also promoted the co-evolution between antibody populations. The main content of this chapter is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description of the related background including the development of the immune inspired optimization algorithm and its general flow chart. Section 3 describes the main loop of the proposed high performance immune clonal algorithm for TSP. Section 4 gives a detailed description of the intersection set based vaccination strategy for TSP. Section 5 investigates the experimental study of the proposed approach. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
Immune optimization
Immunization is a physiological function of biological immune systems, which identify and remove the invading "non-self" antigen, mutated and damaged cells to maintain the bodies' physiological balance and stability. Human immune system is a complex system consists of organs, cells and molecules with immune functions that can protect the body against pathogens, harmful foreign bodies and other disease factors. The same as neurological and endocrine systems, immune system has its own operation mechanism and can mutual cooperate and restraint with other systems, common to maintain the bodies' physiological balance in the life processes. Since 1940s, with the development of medical research on the biological immune systems, people's awareness and understanding of the immune system has been continuously improved, a complete biological immune science system had gradually formed (Jiao Licheng et al., 2006) .
Some inspiring biological mechanism of immune system
Inspired by the biological immune systems, the model and algorithm of artificial immune systems are proposed. The key inspiring biological mechanism of immune system includes: immune recognition, immune memory, immune diversity, immune tolerance, parallelism and other biological immune mechanism. 1. Immune recognition Modern immunology believes that immune function is a response to stimulation from antigens, which is shown as the immune systems' ability of identifying themselves and excluding non-self materials. Identification is an important prerequisite in the process of immune system functions. For the phenomenon of immune recognition, clonal selection theory believes that because of the differentiation of embryonic cell, the body has formed many lymphocytic series, each lymphocyte cell's surface has a specific set of antigen receptors. When antigens enter the body, they select the corresponding lymphocytes and specifically bind to the antigen receptors of their surfaces, led to the lymphocyte activation, propagation, differentiation, and thus lead to specific immune response. In addition, the antibody itself has antigen determinant, which can be recognized by other internal antibodies and lead to a reaction with them. So, antibodies have the dual nature of recognizing antigens and being recognized by other antibodies (F.M. Burnet,1978) . 2. Immune memory Immune memory is another important feature of the immune system. Experimental results show that it can produce not only B memory cells but also TH memory cells during the www.intechopen.com immune response process. Immune memory can be explained as the phenomena of the increasing of the number of lymphocytes which have responses to specific antigens. When immune system first encounters an antigen, lymphocytes have to take some time to adjust themselves to identify antigens and save the memory information of the antigen after recognizing. When body meets the same antigen again, the effect of the associative memory, the Incubation Period of the appearance of antibodies reduced clearly and the content of antibody increased substantially, Erju durat i o n C h a n g . S u c h p h enomenon is called immunological memory (A. Tarakanov & D. Dasgupta, 2000) . Simulation on the immune memory is an important feature of artificial immune algorithms that distinction from other classic evolutionary algorithms. Farmer first presented an artificial immune model with memory which regards immune memory mechanism as an associative memory (J. D. Farmer et al, 1986) . Smith compared the immune memory model and the sparse distributed memory model (SDM) and indicated that initial response corresponds to the procedure of information storage in SDM, the second response and the cross-immune response correspond to the procedure of reading memory (D. J. Smith et al,1998) . Immune memory mechanisms can greatly accelerate the searching process of the optimization, speed up the learning process and improve the quality of learning. The introduction of immune memory mechanisms is an effective means to improve the efficiency of artificial immune system algorithm. 3. Immune diversity In biological immune system, the number of antibody type is much larger than that of known antigen. There are two types of theories to explain the mechanism of immune diversity, the germlinetheory theory and the somatic mutation hypothesis. According to these theories, immune diversity may lies in the diversity of the connection of gene segments and it may be influenced by the complex pairing mechanism of the heavy chain and light chain. The immune diversity mechanism can be used for the searching procedure of optimization, it does not try global optimization, but deal with different antigens evolutionary, so as to enhancing the global search ability and keep the algorithms from falling into local optimum. 4. Immune tolerance Immune tolerance is another important type of immune response and also one element of immunoregulation. Its performance is contrary to the positive immune response, and also different from a variety of non-specific immune suppressions which have no antigen specific, and can response or low response to various antigens. Immune tolerance is a phenomenon of body fail to response to a certain antigen which is caused by the lost function or death of specific antigen-induced lymphocyte. The general characteristics of immune tolerance are mainly in the following aspects: 1) For T or B cells were excluded or inhibited, immune tolerance is specific. 2) It's easier to introduce immature lymphocyte tolerance than mature cells. 3) The tolerance induction and maintenance of tolerance need the persistence of toleragen. 5. Parallelism Biological immune system is a complex parallel system. Lymphoid organs, lymphoid tissue within other organs, lymphocytes cells and antigen presenting cells distribute to all parts of the body. Lymphocytes travel around the body by the blood, from one lymphoid organ or lymph tissue to another, so as to scattered the lymphoid organs and lymphoid tissue together all around the body into a functional whole. Various components of the immune system work in parallel and coordinated jointly, achieve all the features of the immune In addition to the network models described above, there are also two different nonnetwork models presented respectively by Alexander Tarakanov (A. Tarakanov & D. Dasgupta, 2000) and Nohara (B. T. Nohara & H. Takahashi, 2000) in 2000.Alexander Tarakanov etc. tried to establish the form of protein models based on artificial immune system for the establishment of a formal model. After that, they indicated that the improved model can be used for the evaluation of the complex calculations of Kaliningrad's Ecological Atlas. In their works,much attention was paid to the interaction between the immune function of cells, and the network was not much involved. Based the feature of antibody units, Nohara etc. presented a non-network model of artificial immune system.
Artificial immune system algorithm
As the understanding of the mechanism of the immune system is not yet very deep, there is not much research on the artificial immune system algorithm. Common artificial immune algorithms include the following four types: artificial immune network algorithm, negative selection algorithm, immune evolutionary algorithm and immune clonal selection algorithm.
Artificial immune network
The simulation researches of the immune network mainly focus on the application of computer network security, while the study on immune algorithm is rarely seen at present. . However, the current prevalence of adaptive immune network model is rather poor, contains more parameters, and the over-reliance on changes in the network nodes to maintain network dynamics, the lack of the understanding of immune network of nonlinear information processing capacity are also weak points.At the same time, the design of the algorithm generally starts from focusing on data compression, therefore, the scope of the application of the algorithm is limited. 2. Negative selection algorithm Computer security problems and immune system problems encountered with striking similarities, they both have to be constantly changing environment to maintain system stability. Distribution, flexibility, adaptively and robust solution of the immune system are exactly what the field of computer security expects. According to self / non-self distinction principle of the immune system, Forrest etc. proposed a negative selection algorithm which can detect changes in computer system (S. Forrest et al, 1994) . The algorithms simulate the "negative selection" principal of T cell maturation process: randomly generated detectors, remove detectors which detect themselves and preserve those detect non-self. Negative selection algorithm has laid a theoretical foundation for the application of the immunity in computer network security areas. 3. Immune evolutionary algorithm As a kind of random search optimization method, evolutionary algorithm has been widely used. However, it still needs improving in practice. For example, evolutionary algorithm can not guarantee grantee getting the globally optimal solution, it may lose the best individual in the population and it also has the problems of premature convergence. More effective optimization algorithms will be got if evolution and immunity are combined. Under the framework of evolutionary algorithm, researchers have introduced many features of the immune system and developed a number of immune optimization algorithms. Such as immune optimization algorithm with vaccination (Jiao Licheng & Wang Lei, 2000) , immune optimization algorithm with self-regulation mechanism (Zhang Jun et al., 1999) , immune optimization algorithm based on immune response (J. S. Chun et al., 1998) , and immune optimization algorithm with immune memory (S. Endoh et al., 1998) . These improved algorithms can quickly find the optimal solution meeting the requirements of certain accuracy and are useful to solve engineering problems (Jiao Licheng &Du Haifeng, 2003) . 4. Immune clonal selection algorithm Clonal selection algorithm is an important type of immune optimization algorithm, and it has been widely used in the artificial immune system. In 2000, De Castro etc. concentrated the clonal selection mechanism of immune system with the help of previous studies, and proposed a clonal selection based immune algorithm, which was successfully used to solve pattern recognition, numerical optimization and combinatorial optimization problems ( proposed Immune polyclonal Strategy based on the work of predecessors, and what was more they proposed Immune clonal selection algorithm for solving the problem about high dimensional function optimization (Du Haifeng et al, 2005) , which achieved good results. Jiao Licheng and others have also presented some other high-level algorithm, Such as the Immune Memory Clonal Programming Algorithm (Du Haifeng et al, 2004) , Adaptive chaos clonal evolutionary programming algorithm (Du Haifeng, 2005) and so on.
Artificial immune optimization algorithm
Engineering Optimization technology is a technology for solving various engineering optimal problems. As an important branch of science, engineering optimization technology has been attracting widespread attention, and been applied in many engineering fields, such as system control, artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, production scheduling, VLSI technology, fault diagnosis, computer engineering and so on. Engineering process optimization plays an important role in improving the efficiency and effectiveness and saving resources. Theoretical study of optimization algorithms also plays an important role in improving performance of algorithm, broadening the application field of algorithm, improving algorithms system. Therefore, study of the optimization theory and algorithm is important both theoretically and practically. As science and technology continues to progress and the computer technology has been widely used, the scale and complexity of engineering optimization problems are increasing. Because of some inherent limitations and shortcomings, traditional optimization methods fail to meet such requirements to solve complex optimization problems. Researchers have to find new ideas to solve problems. Since the 1980s, a number of novel optimization algorithms have been proposed, such as artificial neural networks, simulated annealing, tabu search, evolutionary algorithms, ant colony optimization, particle swarm optimization, artificial immune algorithms, EDA algorithms and hybrid optimization strategy. These algorithms develop through simulating or revealing certain natural phenomena or a process, and the ideas and content relate to mathematics, physics, biological evolution, artificial intelligence, neuroscience and statistics, so it provides new methods to solve the complex problems. These new algorithms can often get rid of the limitations of traditional www.intechopen.com optimization algorithm, using heuristic optimization strategies to explore the optimal solution, and has been used in a large number of practical applications and achieved encouraging results. With the development of interdisciplinary research, new intelligent optimization algorithms are emerging and bring new solutions to the optimization problems. Artificial immune system is an adaptive system for solving the complex problems by simulating the function and principle of biological immune system. Immune algorithm retains many intelligent features of the biological immune system, so it has great diversity maintaining mechanisms, global search capability and robustness, and enables parallel search. Artificial immune algorithm is getting more and more attentions from researchers, and it is widely used for numerical optimization (Gong Maoguo et al, 2007) , combinatorial optimization, multicast routing (Liu Fang et al, 2003) , job shop scheduling (Z. X. Ong et al, 2005) multi-objective optimization (Shang Ronghua et al, 2007) and other engineering optimization problems.
The concept of immunology used in immune optimization algorithm
Immune optimization algorithm simulates immune mechanisms of biological immune system to deal with engineering optimization problems. Before Immune optimization algorithm is constructed, we need to map the various elements in engineering optimization problems to related concepts in immunology. As the biological immune system is very complex, it is impossible and unnecessary to completely apply biology definition in the artificial immune system. In order to better describe the artificial immune system algorithm, the following will briefly explain a few common used immune academic terms and their meaning in immune optimization algorithms. 1. Antigen In the artificial immune system, it generally refers to the problem and its constraints, which is similar with fitness function in evolutionary algorithm. Specifically, it is a function of the objective function, and is the initiating factor and the important metrics of artificial immune algorithms. 2. Antibody In the artificial immune system, it generally refers to candidate solutions of the problem, which is similar with individual in evolutionary algorithm. Collection of antibodies is called antibody group. In practice, the antibody generally appears in the form of coding. 3. Antibody-antigen affinity It shows that the Antibody's binding capacity to Antigen, and reflects the binding site of a single antibody and the binding force of the unit antigen (or epitopes). In artificial immune system, it is used to show how the antibody at different locations (code) affects the antigen (or objective function). 4. Vaccine Vaccine is defined as the estimate of the best individual gene, resulting from evolutionary environment or prior knowledge of the unknown problem. 5. Memory unit In the artificial immune system, memory unit is an antibody group composed by specific antibody, which is used to maintain species diversity and the optimal solution in the process of solving problem. 6. Clone Clone is the proliferation processes of biological Immune systems. In the artificial immune system cloning operator, based on clonal selection theory, clone is a composite operator which is a combination of selection, expansion, mutation and crossover operators.
Parallel immune memory clonal selection algorithm for large scale TSP
Traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a classical combinatorial optimization problem, with a strong engineering background and extensive application. TSP problem can be formally described as: given N cities
, and the distance between any two cities ( )
, through all cities in C only once, making minimal total distance Johnson and L.A.McGeoch, 1997) . The solution space of TSP problem increases rapidly as the size of the problem increases, as a result, traditional methods (such as the exhaustive method, dynamic programming, branch and bound, etc.) have been powerless. It has proven that TSP problem is NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem, and it is difficult to find an effective algorithm to obtain the optimal solution in polynomial time. Therefore for Large-scale problems, people are more inclined to seek an algorithm that can find acceptable approximate solution in a limited time. Approximation algorithm for solving TSP is divided into two categories: tour construction algorithm and loop improved algorithm. Tour construction algorithms start from an illegal solution and gradually change the path until to get up a legitimate path. (Wang Lei et al., 2000) and so on. For large search spaces of massive TSP, the computing power of single computer is far from being able to satisfy the search algorithm on the request of the time. At the same time, with the development of network technology, there exists a large number of loosely coupled idle computation resource. It is practicable that cluster these computing resources to handle large and complex problems. Therefore, the research on parallel algorithms running in a loosely coupled environment has a very important significance. Parallel algorithms for solving large-scale TSP have attracted more and more attention. There has been some research results about parallel ACO (Lv Qiang et al., 2007) , however currently just in its infancy. This chapter attempts to design a parallel immune algorithm to solve this complex problem. At present, the achievements of parallel artificial immune system research are mostly parallel immune algorithms that have been existed. Artificial immune system model on parallel research is still rare. However, the parallel algorithm is not simply the only existing serial algorithm using multiple processors in parallel to achieve. In the parallel genetic algorithm results, many mature parallel modes are in emergence, such as: Master (MasterSlave) model, fine-grained (Fine-grained) model, coarse-grained (Coarse-grained) model, www.intechopen.com mixed ( Hybrid) model (Erick Cantú-Paz, 2000) and so on. Especially, the coarse-grained parallel model which is widely used can not only speed up the speed of algorithm for largescale complex problems, and a variety of groups in the search can make the algorithm more stable, avoid local optima. In this chapter, based on the successful experience of the Parallel genetic algorithm, artificial immune system, TMSM and PIMCSA are designed to solve the large-scale TSP problem according with the features of artificial immune system. TMSM is a coarse-grained two parallel artificial immune model, which stimulate the distributed immune memory and immune response mechanisms based on TMSM of PIMCSA. the migration of vaccines instead of individual migration in PIMCSA, not only reduces the cost of communication greatly, but also accelerate the convergence. Either the simulations of the symmetric or asymmetric TSP problem show that, PIMCSA compared with the most effective one of the local search algorithm cycle LK(D. S. Johnson, 1990) algorithm and the pure random search algorithm Guo Tao evolutionary algorithm (T. Guo & Z. Michalewicz, 1998) whose performance is best recognized , is much better. Meanwhile PIMCSA has good scalability.
Towerlike master-slave model
Coarse-grained parallel model of genetic algorithm is on the basis of the model of multipopulations evolution (Fig. 1) , that is, each sub-population evolves independently, and subpopulations do the individual migration to a certain interval. On the research of coarsegrained parallel genetic algorithm, sub-species topology (X.M. Song et al., 2006) , chromosome migration strategies (X.X. He et al., 2006) , sub-population division strategy(C. Walshaw, 2001 ) and so on are key points of the algorithm design. When designing a parallel artificial immune system, we should not only consider the division and organizational structure of sub-population antibody along with the way to information interactions of sub-populations of antibodies. The proposed tower master-slave model (TMSM) is a coarse-grained two parallel artificial immune system model, which is not only parallel but also embodies the distributed characteristics of antibodies populations and immune memory characteristics. , is mapped to a sub-population i P . We call ˆi A is the dominant delegate of population i P . TMSM inherits the advantage of the evolution of a variety of groups of a coarse-grained parallel model, while with modifies according to the characteristics of the immune system. In TMSM, the antibody population is divided into a memory and several sub-populations. Moreover, a one to one map between antibody in memory and sub-population is established. Such a design not only makes the immune system get the memory function, but also produce the distributed immune memory with the below driven algorithm used to a distributed population of antibodies. Meanwhile, the corresponding immune mechanism, the self adaptive extraction and inoculation mechanism o f the immune vaccine and can be expanded with this model. As the memory population served to initiate and terminate the process of calculation, as well as schedule the task of information exchange between sub-populations of antibodies, the concept of primary and secondary comes out. Memory population is the "primary" and the sub-species antibody is "secondary." This is essentially different from the primarysecondary parallel model of the parallel genetic algorithm (Erick Cantú-Paz, 2000).
PIMCSA for solving TSP
To solve the TSP problem, Parallel Immune Memory Clonal Selection Algorithm (PIMCSA) adopted the encoding method of path representation. The antibody affinity A, is defined as: In accordance with the description of the general framework of PIMCSA, PIMCSA includes two parts: the memory population immune algorithm (Memory Immune Algorithm, MIA) and sub-populations of antibody immune algorithm (Population Immune Algorithm, PIA). MIA and PIA process were designed to solve large-scale TSP problems.
Immune algorithm of memory population
Memory population immune algorithm (MIA) is running in memory antibody population driven algorithm of TMSM. MIA is the initiator of the parallel algorithm and termination of immune persons, not only in the memory to complete the memory antibody population evolution that is self-learning and memory mature operation, while responsible for extraction and distribution of vaccines to the antibody sub-populations. The pseudo code of memory immune algorithm population is described as follows:
Memory population immune algorithm (MIA):
Set algorithm termination conditions, and let evolution generations r＝0； r＝r+1; } Count, output the result, and send termination signal of the algorithm to each subpopulation.
Mature implementation of memory: Cyclic LK algorithm process is adopted in the mature implementation of memory. For each memory antibody population, ˆi ′ A is got after local search 4-Opt is done firstly, then after optimizing ˆi ′ A through LK algorithm, we can get local optimal solutionˆi ′′ A . If the affinity of ˆi ′′ A is greater thanˆi A , the alternative ˆi A withˆi ′′ A , otherwise ˆi A is retained. Mature memory populations in post-operation is
The strategy of the extraction of dynamic memory antibody vaccines will be divided into two parts, Vaccine is extracted from a part and is inoculated to another part of the memory of antibody sub-populations corresponding antibodies. Therefore, the moving into sub-populations of antibody vaccine is the evolutionary experience concluded from the representative of their own advantages other than some good memories antibodies. Extraction and distribution of this vaccine strategy is conducive to the exchange between the antibody sub-populations experience and accelerates the evolution of species.
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Meanwhile, when the vaccine is extracted each time, it will be re-divided into two groups of memory. This will prevent too many antibodies being assigned to the sub-populations, so as to prevent the algorithm prematurity which is caused by the loss of diversity. The operation of dynamic extraction and distribution of vaccines will be given in detail in the next section.
Immune algorithm of antibody population
The immune algorithm of antibody sub-populations (PIA) is a driven algorithm running on every sub-population of antibodies in TMSM. PIA receives two kinds of information from the immune algorithm of memory populations in the process of iteration: Algorithm termination information and vaccines information. Immune algorithm of antibody sub-populations maintains the iterative evolution of antibody sub-populations. The operation process of clonal selection can be adopted in the iterative evolution. The immune genetic operation to Sub-population of the antibodies is composed by the vaccination operation and Inver-over operator. It will be given in detail in the next section. The pseudo-code of the immune algorithm which runs in the subpopulations of antibody ( 1,2, , ) i im = P is given as follows:
Immune algorithm of antibody sub-populations(PIA):
Let iteration times t＝0, set termination signal Halt＝False; Initialize the population of memory antibodies 
Immune genetic manipulation IG acts on the antibody with the operator which is chosen with equal probability between vaccination operator Vaccination and Inver-over operator .Inver-over operator which is famous for Guo Tao algorithm designed for TSP problems an effective operation of the genetic evolution. Vaccination operator is designed according to the dynamic vaccine extracted from the memory population M. Detailed operational procedures will be written in the next section. Inver-over operator is the local search which runs in the encoded space around with antibody, using the heuristic information within the sub-populations of antibodies. Vaccination operator will introduce the knowledge learned from the memory population M to the antibodies, in the use of heuristic information from other sub-populations of antibodies. Clonal selection operation: clonal selection operation are defined as follows, ,, ,
11 , 1 , , 1
The process of the operation 
Dynamic vaccination
In artificial immune system, the vaccine is an estimate of the best individual gene on the basis of evolution environment or the apriori knowledge of unknown problem. Vaccine is not an individual, which can not be decoded to a solution of a problem as antibodies can be done. It just has the characteristics on some places of the genes. Therefore vaccine can be regarded as a single gene or a set of gene sequences fragment. The right choice for the vaccine will have a positive role in promoting population evolution, and thus have a very vital significance to the operating efficiency of algorithm. But, the quality of selection of vaccine and generated antibodies will only affect the function of the vaccination of immune operator, but will not involve to the convergence of algorithm.
Selection and distribution of vaccine
For TSP problem and PIMCSA algorithm, we design a dynamic vaccine extraction (Dynamic Vaccination, DV) strategy and a vaccine allocation strategy as described below. Dynamic vaccination strategy will first divide current memory antibody population into two antibody sets: the set of vaccines extraction of the public sides on the k paths. And next, we merge the sides with public cities into public sub-paths, and store the received public subpaths and the rest of public sides as a multi-gene vaccine group and single-gene vaccine respectively into vaccine set ( )
, a single gene vaccine with length 1 represents an edge of the path and its storage form is city sequences of the end of a edge. Vaccine group represents a section of sub-paths such that a sequence of the edges of the head-to-serial, and its storage form is the sorted arrangement of a number of cities, and its length is the number of edges that sub-paths include. After producing the vaccines, we will distribute them to the antibody sub-populations. We design the following vaccine distribution operation. v to the antibody sub-population j P that ˆj A corresponds to.
Vaccination
As the vaccination operations will bring the loss of population diversity when accelerating the convergence of algorithm. In Section 1.2 where we will operate it as part of immune genes operation rather than independent step, will help alleviate the loss of the diversity of antibody population. For the TSP problem, we take the implementation of the Inver-over operator and vaccination operator in equal probability, which jointly constitute the immune genes operators. The immune genes operation process of the antibody sub-population () j t ′ P (j = 1, 2,..., m) is described as follows:
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The operation process of () ( )
for each antibody ( ) Here, the process of vaccination operation using Inver-over operator plant the edges of a single-gene vaccine into the operated antibody or plant the edges of multi-genes vaccine group into the operated individuals.
Simulating results and analysis
The simulating software of the proposed approach PIMCSA was developed by C&MPI and ran on the HPC (Cluster) parallel computing platform. We got several typical symmetric and asymmetric TSP instances from TSPLIB and tested them. As the memory mature operation of PIMCSA used steps of ILK, and immune genetic manipulation of antibody sub-population introduced the Inver-over operator, we compare the performance of PIMCSA with iterated Lin-Kernighan (ILK) algorithm (D. S. Johnson, 1990) and GuoTao (GT) algorithm (T. Guo & Z. Michalewicz, 1998) . ILK algorithm is one of the most effective algorithms based on local search, and GT algorithm is the best pure evolutionary stochastic searching algorithm. In PIMCSA, antibody sub-population number m is set as 8, antibody sub-population size n is set as 30. Population size of ILK and GT algorithm are both set as 30. Termination condition of these three algorithms is that current www.intechopen.com
Traveling Salesman Problem, Theory and Applications 128 optimal path length of memory population is less than the best known path length or equal to it, or the current optimal path remains unchanged in 50 iterations. All the experimental data are statistical results of 20 independent runs. Table 1 shows the performances of compared algorithms on symmetric TSP problems with different type and size. In the table, "Percent over Opt" refers to the percentage of difference between path length and the optimal path length, and "Running Time (seconds) "refers to the average time of computing.
Performances on symmetric TSP instances

Percent over Opt (mean)
Running As it can be seen from Table 1 , for symmetric TSP problems, both the tour quality and computing time of the proposed PIMCSA are superior to other two compared algorithms. With the increase of problem scale, the advantage of PIMCSA is getting more obvious. ILK can obtain TSP solution tour with higher quality, but the time cost of ILK is large, so it needs too long computing time for solving large scale TSP instances. GT expenses little computing time at each generation, however, it is easy to fall into local optimum. The running time of GT is shorter, but the quality of solution tour is not very good. PIMCSA combines the strengths of these two types of methods, it use the random search with small time cost for global search, and then it use the heuristic search with large time cost for local search.
Experimental results indicate that PIMCSA achieves a good trade off between solution quality and computing time.
Performances on asymmetric TSP Instances
For asymmetric TSP with N cities, we use Jonker and Volgenant's method to transform it into symmetric TSP with 2N cities (Noda E et al., 2002) . Note www.intechopen.com 
Performances on Large Scale Art TSP Instances
Robert Bosch has created a fascinating series of instances of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) that provide continuous-line drawings of well-known pieces of art. In this part, large scale art TSP instances with sizes from 100,000 to 200,000 were adopted to verify the efficiency of the proposed PIMCSA. Fig. 3 , Fig. 4 and Fig.5 are the city location and TSP tour obtained by the proposed PIMCSA. It can be seen that the obtained tours have no road crossing which indicates the tour is of good quality. Whether the problem is symmetrical or asymmetrical, the prediction accuracy of the vaccine increases rapidly along with the iteration times and the percentage is gradually close to one. It indicates that heuristic information of vaccine is helpful to speed up the algorithms' convergence. Further more, when the scale of the problem is large, the initial prediction www.intechopen.com
Traveling Salesman Problem, Theory and Applications 132 accuracy of vaccine becomes high, however, the increasing rate of prediction accuracy is slow. When problem size is small, the initial vaccine prediction accuracy is low, but it increased rapidly along with iterations.
Scalability of parallel algorithm
Speedup ratio is an evaluation of the time gain of parallel algorithms. For a given application, speedup ratio of parallel system indicates how many times parallel algorithm is faster than serial algorithm. If s T is the time that we need from start of algorithm to the last on a serial computer and p T is the time we need on a parallel computer, the speedup ratio S is defined as: We use the efficiency to measure the rate of a processor's effectively used computing power. If the CPU number is p, the efficiency E is defined as:
If W is the total computation of problem, ( ) 
From equation (13) and (14) we can see that When the scale of problem is certain, as the number of processors (p) increases, Ω shows linear increasing trend, it indicates that PIMCSA has good scalability. When problem becomes larger, Ω becomes smaller and increases more slowly, it indicates that the scalability of PIMCSA is better on large scale TSP problems. These results above are reasonable. Additional expenses mainly include three parts: the expense of communication (denoted as C 1 ), vaccine producing of memory population (denoted as C 2 ) and vaccine delivery costs (denoted as C 3 ). C 1 will linearly increase when p increase under certain scale of problem. C 2 will linearly increase with the increase of p too. p has no influence on C 3 . C 1 and C 2 are the major overhead costs for large-scale TSP problem. Compared to C 1 and C 2 , C 3 can be neglected. Therefore, if the scale of problem is certain, TW p will increase linearly with the increasing of p. When the scale of problem becomes larger, the total computation of problem (W) will increase, so Ω will increase more slowly.
Conclusion
This chapter first introduces the immune system and immune optimization algorithm, and then proposes the parallel immune memory clonal selection algorithm (PIMCSA) for solving large scale TSP problem. In the proposed PIMCSA, a dynamic vaccine extraction (DV) strategy is designed for solving large-scale TSP problem. Based on the general framework of PIMCSA, a special designed memory population immune algorithm (MIA) and a specific antibody sub-populations immune algorithm (PIA) are also proposed for solving TSP problems. Simulating results on the symmetric and asymmetric TSP instances in TSPLIB indicate that PIMCSA has good performance on both tour quality and running time. We also verify the validity of PIMCSA vaccine extraction strategy. Experimental results show that the rate of accuracy increases rapidly with the process of iteration and gradually close to 1. In addition, this chapter also analyses in theory that speedup ratio of parallel algorithms and the processor efficiency are related to variables Ω (the ratio of the extra overhead of algorithm and the total calculated amount of the problems). Experimental results show that, the parameter Ω of PIMCSA generally tends to enlarge linearly with the increase of the number of processors p, indicating that PIMCSA have good scalability. It can be seen that the dynamic vaccine strategy designed in this chapter is very effective for the combinatorial optimization problems just as TSP problem. PIMCSA is a parallel artificial immune algorithm suitable for solving large-scale and complex optimization problems. For the parallel artificial immune algorithm, it is an important direction for further research that how to determine the size, quantity of the antibody sub-populations, and the relationship between them and the number of processors, computing power.
